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Sensory Experience in Visions of Heaven and Hell1

Eileen Gardiner

Medieval otherworld visions are adventure stories — journeys into unknown realms 

— with ethical, theological and soteriological instruction embedded into them. The 

richness of these tales makes them an excellent foundation for such instruction. Part of 

their richness derives from a narrative strategy that includes descriptions that rely on the 

visionary’s sensory experiences. 

When I began working on this idea, I wanted to examine a broad range of these 

visions to discover how variously they employed these sensory experiences. Although 

some relied on sight alone, and others on sight and hearing, still others employed a far 

broader multisensory range. 

I didn’t start out expecting that the Vision of Tundale, a vision I’ve worked on in some 

depth, would end up as my primary example of a fully multisensory narrative. But as I 

hope to show, the original Latin version of this work from 1149, makes extraordinary use 

of the visionary’s sensory perception as a narrative tool.2 

From the time of Aristotle’s De anima (Fig. 1), the senses were understood to be the 

gates of perception. The senses were epistemological tools that led to knowledge and 

wisdom. From Galen through the Neo-Platonists, this understanding continued despite a 

certain mistrust of the senses as gateways to temptation and sin.3 

1. Delivered at the International Medieval Congress, University of Leeds, 2 July 2018. My thanks to 
Richard G. Newhauser for sharing his work, helping to provide me with a grounding in the medieval 
sensorium and to Ronald G. Musto for his careful reading and unwavering encouragement.

2.  I plan to eventually look at the other medieval translations of this vision, particularly the 
Middle English version from 1400, to see if they maintain the same awareness of the narrative 
power of sensory description.

3.  For instance, Anselm of Canterbury, Liber de humanis moribus 47–50, paragraphs 26–36. See 
Richard G. Newhauser, “The Multisensoriality of Place and the Chaucerian Multisensual,” in 
The Five Senses in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. Annette Kern-Stähler, Beatrix Busse, and 
Wietse de Boer (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 205.
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Fig. 1. The Aristotelian Sensory System. Gerardus Harderwyck. Epitomata seu 
Reparationes totius philosophiae naturalis Aristotelis (Cologne: Heinrich Quentell, 
1496). https://wellcomecollection.org/works/u298d2nr
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The anonymous twelfth-century Liber de spiritu et anima sums up the functioning  

of sense perception succinctly: “When the mind wants to rise up from the lower to the 

higher things, we first meet with the sense, then imagination, then reason, intellection 

and understanding, and at the top is wisdom.”4 As Aquinas noted: “There is nothing in 

the intellect that was not previously in the senses.”5

While the literature about visions characterizes them as a type of dream, the visions 

themselves describe the journey of a disembodied spirit, (Fig. 2) depicted here as homunculi. 

Authors of otherworld visions frequently insist that the visionary enters the otherworld 

as a disembodied spirit. Aquinas and others who wrote on the functioning of the bodily 

senses in the otherworld believed that only when the spirit is reunited with its body at the 

Great Resurrection are the senses actualized.6 And yet, these disembodied spirits seem to 

retain their essential organs of perception — their eyes, ears, noses, mouths, and skin. They 

perceive both heaven and hell as a multisensory environment, and these environments 

provide a continuous stream of data that is processed through the imagination and leads to 

both a knowledge and an understanding of the nature of the otherworld. 

Marcus, the author of the twelfth-century Vision of Tundale, is quite explicit about the 

journey of Tundale’s spirit. He writes that Tundale shed his body: “he wished to return 

to his body, but he was unable to enter it.”7 This device is found in earlier visions, like the 

4.  Chapter 11, PL 40: 786. See Vincent Gillespie, “The Senses in Literature: The Textures of 
Perception,” in A Cultural History of the Senses in the Middle Ages, ed. Richard G. Newhauser 
(London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2018), 155. 

5.  Quaestiones disputatae de veritate, in Fratres Ordinis Praedictatorum, ed., Opera omnia iussu 
Leonis XIII O. M. edita (Rome: 1970–76), 22/1–3, quaest 2, art. 3, arg 19 and ad 19 (http://www.
corpusthomisticum.org/qdv02.html, accessed 29 July 2018). See Newhauser, “Multisensoriality,” 
207.

6. In IV Sent., dist. xliv, qu. 2, art. 1, solutio 3 (Aquinatis opera, vii.2, 1086). See Alastair Minnis, 
From Eden To Eternity: Creations of Paradise in the Later Middle Ages (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2016), 207. 

7. “Volebat ad corpus suum redire, set non poterat intrare.” Albrecht Wagner, Visio Tnugdali: 
Lateinisch und Altdeutsch (Erlangen: Andreas Deichert, 1882), 9; Eileen Gardiner, Visions of Heaven 
and Hell before Dante (New York: Italica Press, 1989), 152.
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Vision of Drythelm from Bede’s Historia (Bk 5, ch. 12), which states that the visionary 

“was separated from his body.”8 And in the late eleventh/early twelfth century, Hariulf 

describes in his Vision of Charles the Fat, how Charles, as he lay on his bed waiting for 

sleep, was warned by an angel that his spirit would leave him, and he then reports that he 

was indeed “carried away in spirit.”9 After his vision, Charles tells us: “my spirit returned 

to my body, extremely wearied and frightened.”10 

8. “Exutus corpore.” PL 95: 251; Gardiner, Visions, 62. 

9. “Statimque fui raptus in spiritu.” PL 174: 1287; Gardiner, Visions, 129. 

10. “Reversus est spiritus meus in corpus meam valde fessus et conterritus.” PL 174: 1290; 
Gardiner, Visions, 133. 

Fig. 2. Disembodied Spirits. Livre de la Vigne nostre Seigneur. France c. 1450-70. 
Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 134, fol. 47v. http://bodley30.bodley.ox.ac.uk:8180/
luna/servlet/s/7aeb15

http://bodley30.bodley.ox.ac.uk:8180/luna/servlet/s/7aeb15
http://bodley30.bodley.ox.ac.uk:8180/luna/servlet/s/7aeb15
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These are the usual tropes found in this literature, although a few works like the 

Vision of Wetti,11 make it clear that the visionary is only dreaming. It doesn’t lay claim to 

any out-of-body experience. And yet, in a 14th century manuscript of the Vision of Wetti 

(Fig. 3), we see the same visual representation of the spirit as a homunculus flying out of 

Wetti’s mouth — a disembodied spirit. 

Alternately, the Tractatus Purgatorio de Sancti Patricii involves an actual journey to the 

otherworld. The knight Owein enters the otherworld through the cave at St. Patrick’s 

Purgatory fully embodied with senses intact. (Fig. 4.) He encounters devils just at the 

11. PL 105: 771–80; Gardiner, Visions, 65–79.

Fig. 3. Wetti’s Soul Departs. Vita patrum. Naples, 1350–75. Morgan Library 
MS M.626, f. 120r. http://ica.themorgan.org/manuscript/page/238/122665
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other side who even remark on this: “You honor this company of masters so much that 

you come to us, soul and body, while you are still alive.”12

On the other hand, in Valerius of Bierzo’s Vision of Maximus, the visionary’s body 

appears so deprived of its spirit that he reports: “immediately I opened my eyes, and 

behold, gathered around me, conducting a funeral procession, [my fellow monks] were 

in the midst of performing the usual funeral rites over my body.”13 

12. “Sed vivens animam tuam et corpus simul nobis tradere.” PL 180: 991; Gardiner, Visions, 138.

13. “Subito aperiens oculos et ecce collecta vicinitas mea exibentes exsequias corpusculum meum 
in medio positum funeris ex more reddebant officium.” Maria Pia Ciccarese, Visioni dell’Aldilà in 
Occidente: Fonti, Modelli, Testi (Florence: Nardini, 1987), 286.

Fig. 4. Owein Enters the Cave at St. Patrick’s Purgatory. La tres noble et tres 
merveilleuse Histoire du purgatoire saint Patrice. 14th c. Paris, BN, fr. 1544, f. 105r. 
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8529522z/f215.item

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8529522z/f215.item
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The eighth-century Vision of Barontus, specifically describes the soul separated from 

its body and yet carrying its senses with it: “I immediately felt my soul torn out of my 

body. And indeed, I can report how small the soul is, or how it seemed to me. It seemed 

to me that it had the likeness in its smallness to a little bird when it emerges from its egg. 

And indeed, its little head carried entirely with it its eyes and other features, its sight, 

hearing, taste, smell and touch.”14  

So, how did the authors of medieval vision literature narrate the sense experience 

of visionaries? And how did they translate these experiences into coherent descriptions 

attached to moral lessons for their audiences? Despite the problem of what exactly would 

constitute sensory perception for a disembodied spirit, the authors deploy a range of 

sense impressions gathered by visionaries in the otherworld. 

I’m not interested here today in the things sensed by the people seen in the otherworld 

— the horrors sensed by the damned, nor the ecstasy sensed by the saved. I’m interested 

in how the visionaries sense the otherworld — gather the data that they bring back. 

Of the five senses (Fig. 5) — sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch — which senses 

were most active and most informative? 

Clearly the primary sense stimulated in the otherworld would be sight, or vision, as 

one would expect simply from the use of the term visio. (Fig. 6) Sight has always been 

considered the most superior of all the senses, even despite, as Richard Newhauser notes, 

the “master narrative of historiography, the theory of the ‘Great Divide’ according to 

which vision dominates modernity, whereas the medieval period is the ‘age of the ear.’”15 

Among the earliest medieval visions of heaven and hell, the three otherworld 

descriptions in Gregory the Great’s Dialogues (Book 4, ch. 36/37) rely on sight almost 

exclusively as the primary sense receptor. Peter revives from his vision to tell “of the 

14.  “Et ego miser statim sensi animam meam evulsam a corpore meo. Sed et ipse animam, 
in quantum mihi visum fuit, quam parva sit, referam. Sic mihi videbatur, similitudinem de 
parvitatem haberet ut pullus aviculae, quando de ovo egreditur.” Ciccarese, Visioni, 240, 242. 

15. Newhauser, “Multisensorality,” 211. 
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torments that he had seen and still feared.”16 Stephen “was carried into the dungeon 

of hell where he saw many things that he had little believed.”17 And again in Gregory’s 

Vision of the Soldier, while the visionary lies as if dead, described as “void of any sense or 

feeling,” in the otherworld he “sees”18 many strange things.

Many of these visions even play with our expectations regarding the senses. The Vision 

of Tundale turns the sense of sight on its head when he describes how crossing above the 

valley of the proud Tundale “was unable to see anything”19 in the darkness of the depths. 

16. “Ut inferni eum vidisse et pertimuisse tormenta.” PL 77: 381; Gardiner, Visions, 47.

17. “Vidit multa quae prius audita non credidit.” PL 77: 384; Gardiner, Visions, 48.

18. “Exanima jacuit,” “videbatur …videbat.” PL 77: 384–85; Gardiner, Visions, 48.

19.  “Anima videre non poterat.” Wagner, Visio, 15. Gardiner, Visions, 157.

Fig. 5. The Five Senses. The Fuller Brooch. British Museum. Anglo-Saxon. Late 
ninth century. http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/
collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=87155&partId=1

http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=87155&partId=1
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=87155&partId=1
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Hearing or audition (Fig. 7) is the most prominent otherworld sense after sight. Bede’s 

Vision of Drythelm includes several vivid examples of the sense of hearing. For example: 

“Suddenly I heard behind me the noise of a most hideous and wretched lamentation, and 

at the same time a loud laughing, like that of a rude multitude insulting captured enemies. 

When that noise grew plainer and came close to me, I observed a gang of evil spirits 

dragging the howling and lamenting souls of people into the middle of the darkness, 

while the devils themselves laughed and rejoiced.… As they went down deeper, I could 

no longer distinguish between the lamentations of the people and the laughing of the 

devils, yet I still had a confused sound in my ears.”20

20. “Audio subitum post terga sonitum immanissimi fletus ac miserrimi, simul et cachinnum 
crepitantem quasi vulgi indocti captis hostibus insultantis. Ut autem sonitus idem clarior redditus 
ad me usque pervenit, considero turbam malignorum spiritum, quae quinque animas hominum 
moerentes ejulantesque, ipsa multum exultans et cachinanns medias illas trahebat in tenebras.”PL 
95: 249; Gardiner, Visions, 59.

Fig. 6. Sight or Vision. The Book of Macharius on the Eye. Late 14th century. BL, 
Sloane MS 981, fol. 68r. 
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Smell or olfaction (Fig. 8) is often evoked 

but rarely described. Words like stinking, 

sulfurous, acrid, and putrid crop up from 

vision to vision. Nevertheless, in a “pleasant 

green meadows full of sweet flowers,”21 the 

anonymous soldier of Gregory’s Dialogues 

is described as actually smelling. He smells 

“such a delicate odor that the fragrant smell 

gave wonderful pleasure to all who dwelled 

and walked in that place.”22 Previously on 

his journey, he had also smelled a “stinking 

vapour”23 rising from a river. When an angel 

draws Valerius of Bierzo’s Maximus, to water, 

he describes how it smelled “just like balsam.”24

Valerius also provides an unusual experi-

ence of the sense of taste or gustation (Fig. 9) in 

the otherworld. In the Vision of Maximus, the vi-

sionary describes “a refreshing stream of won-

derful beauty …[with] water of a charming 

21. “Amoena erant prata atque virentia, 
oderiferis herbarum floribus exornata.” PL 77: 
384; Gardiner, Visions, 48.

22. “Tantusque in eodem loco odor suavitatis 
inerat, ut ipsa suavitatis fragrantia illic 
deambulantes habitantesque satiaret.” PL 77: 
384; Gardiner, Visions, 49.

23. Foetoris nebula.” PL 77: 384; Gardiner, 
Visions, 49.

24. “Et velut balsamum fraglans.” Ciccarese, 
Visioni, 282. 

Fig. 7. Hearing or Audition. Annunciation. 
Lake Constance, c. 1300. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. https://www.metmuseum.
org/art/collection/search/466086

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/466086
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/466086
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brightness shining above a 

golden ring.”… So far an ex-

perience of the sense of sight, 

but when an angel tells him: 

“Taste this water,” he actu-

ally describes the taste of it: 

“It was of an exceptional and 

indescribable splendor.”25

Bede’s Furseus (Bk 3, 

ch. 19), is famous among 

visionaries for bringing 

back from the otherworld 

physical proof of punish-

ment he undergoes there. 

His vision relies, like oth-

ers, primarily on sight, 

but includes a rare reference to touch or somatosensation. (Fig. 10.) Bede writes: “When 

they approached this immense fire…the unclean spirits laid hold of one of those whom 

they tormented in the fire and threw him at Furseus and, touching his shoulder and jaw, 

burned them.”26 

The twelfth-century Vision of Alberic from Monte Cassino in southern Italy, describes 

how this young boy is touched by a devil traveling in a chariot pulled by a dragon. 

25. “Ubi mire pulcritudinis almificus decurrebat rivus. In quo venustissimi candoris aqua super 
argentea relucebat arena. Et sic ait ad me angelus: ‘Gusta de hac acqua.’ Erat enim egregii et 
inenarrabilis splendoris.…” Ciccarese, Visioni, 282.

26. “Cumque praefato igni maximo adpropiarent, divisit quidem angelus, sicut prius, ignem 
flammae. Sed vir Dei ubi ad patefaciam usque inter flammas januam pervenit, arripientes inmundi 
spiritus unum de eis, quos in ignibus torrebant, jactaverunt in eum, et contingentes humerum 
maxiliamque ejus incenderunt.” PL 95: 147; Gardiner, Visions, 54.

Fig. 8. Smell or Olfaction. Epistola di san Girolamo ad 
Eustochio volgarizzata. 16th Century. British Library MS 
Harley 6794 f. 197v. http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/
illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=5145  

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=5145
http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=5145
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The devil rides like a knight holding 

a serpent like a lance with which he 

attacks Alberic who is torn by both 

the serpent and the thorny bushes 

through which he tries to escape.27

The fully embodied Owein in St. 

Patrick’s Purgatory “felt the torture”28 

of devils. They dragged him back and 

forth from place to place with iron 

hooks and threw him into fires. But he 

doesn’t describe what he feels in the 

same way as he precisely describes 

what he sees and hears.

The Vision of Tundale includes 

some very poignant examples of touch. 

Between Tundale and his guardian 

angel guide, physical contact — which 

in itself is quite unusual — is meant to 

be comforting and reassuring. Early 

on in this lengthy work, these two 

cross a bridge together, and the guide 

holds Tundale and leads him across safely: “After crossing the narrow way, safe now, the 

happy soul.”29 Later on, Tundale alone must cross another very long and narrow bridge 

27. Bibliotheca Casinensis 5, 1 (1894): 200. 

28. “Tormentum sensisset.” PL 180: 991; Gardiner, Visions, 139. 

29. “Et precedens tenuit eam et ultra pontem duxit illesam. Et post transitum pravi itineris quasi 
secura dixit ad angelum anima leta.…” Wagner, Visio, 15; Gardiner, Visions, 158.

Fig. 9. Taste or Gustation. Adam and Eve Tasting the 
Forbidden Fruit. Psalter, East Anglia or London, 
c. 1300-1310. The Morgan Library & Museum. 
http://ica.themorgan.org/manuscript/77498
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inset with very sharp nails to pierce the 

feet of all who crossed it. Reaching the 

other side, Tundale shows his guide 

his bloody feet and complains that he 

can’t walk. But the angel touches him 

and heals him.30

Generally you’d expect the sense 

of touch in hell visions, to operate as a 

receptor of pain, but in fact, the sense 

of pain, according to new research, is 

an entirely distinct sense. Cognitive 

scientists have identified anywhere 

from sixteen to thirty-two to fifty 

senses. These are biologically based 

and require a receptor or a combination 

of receptors that communicate with 

our brains. Consensus seems to be settling at twenty-one senses, including the five 

standard senses of sight, smell, hearing, touch and taste. (Fig. 11) Added to these are the 

senses of temperature (heat and cold), pain, hunger and thirst, as well as the sense of 

balance, location, motion, movement, vibration, agency, and familiarity.

Curiously, although they had not yet been identified, many of these other senses 

are deployed in medieval otherworld descriptions to create rich multisensory narratives, 

consequently making these stories of the otherworld even more interesting, memorable, 

and useful. 

When Valerius’s Bonellus experiences a sense of touch in the otherworld, it is not what 

we expect. “Archers rose up and they began to shoot arrows at me. I was feeling their 

30. “Et cum hec dixisset tangens eam sanavit.” Wagner, Visio, 22; Gardiner, Visions, 165.

Fig. 10. Touch or Somatosensation. Noli me 
tangere. Ivory, León, c. 1115–20. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. https://www.metmuseum.
org/art/collection/search/464443

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464443
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464443
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arrows like drops of ice-cold water.”31 The sense of pain (nociception) that would normally 

be associated with touch, is not evident here. In fact, you might almost say that there’s a 

sensual dissociation that absents pain when arrows only feel as bad as drops of ice-cold 

water. Instead a sense of temperature or thermoception stands in for a sense of pain. 

In Gregory’s Dialogues, Peter’s senses — other than his sight — seem in abeyance in the 

otherworld, but when the angel sends him back to this world, his senses return to proper 

functioning: “After these words his body grew warm little by little.”32 The sense of heat or 

temperature, thermoception, is employed here to note a change in the visionary’s condition.

One sense that seems to malfunction frequently in the otherworld is the sense of 

location or sense of spatial awareness. Tundale’s sense of location is repeatedly challenged 

in the otherworld, and he often will remark on it. For instance, when he’s released from 

the torture he endures inside the belly of the beast Acheron who punishes the avaricious, 

he reports that “he felt himself outside the beast not knowing how he was released.”33 (Fig. 

12) The same thing happens after he’s released from the oven of Phristinus, torturer of 

31. “Insurrexerunt multi arcistres, et ceperunt me sagittare. Sagittas vero eorum quasi guttas aque 
frigide sentiebam.” Ciccarese, Visioni, 290. 

32. “Paulatim recalescentibus membris.” PL 77: 381; Gardiner, Visions, 47.

33. “Nescia, quo ordine exierat, se extra bestiam esse sentiebat.” Wagner, Visio, 18; Gardiner, 
Visions, 161.

Fig. 11. The Five Senses. Les Dix Commandements, les Cinq Sens, les Sept Péchés. Abbey 
of Tegernsee, Bavaria, 1480. Bibliothèque nationale de France. http://catalogue.bnf.fr/
ark:/12148/cb43716845x 

http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb43716845x
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb43716845x
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gluttons and fornicators: “But when it pleased divine majesty, not knowing how, just as 

we said, he felt himself outside this torment.”34

Bede’s Vision of Drythelm similarly describes this problem with the sense of location: 

“I saw a vast wall before us, the length and height of which seemed to be altogether 

boundless in every direction. I began to wonder why we went up to the wall, since I 

saw no door, window or path through it. When we came to the wall, all of a sudden — I 

don’t know how — we were on top of it.”35 Similarly, the Vision of the Boy William from 

1146 describes how “the guide led the boy to a splendid light, and immediately a wall 

of infinite length and width appeared, in which there seemed to be no entrance, coming 

there in a moment they were raptured within.”36 

34. “Set quando divino numini placuit, nesciens quo ordine, sicut diximus, extra tormenta esse se 
sentit.” Wagner, Visio, 25; Gardiner, Visions, 167.

35. “Vidi ante nos murum permaximum, cujus neque longitudini hinc vel inde, neque altitudini 
ullus esse terminus videretur. Coepi autem mirari quare ad murum accederemus, cum in eo 
nullam januam vel fenestram vel acensum alicubi conspicerem. Cum ergo pervenissemus ad 
murum statim nescio quo ordine fuimus in sumitate ejus.” PL 95: 249; Gardiner, Visions, 60.  

36.  “Revertens autem ductor puerum ad lucidum splendorem duxit, et statim apparuit murus 
infinitae longitudinis et latitudinis, in quo nullus parebat aditus; venientes illuc in momento ultra se 

Fig. 12. Sense of Location or Spatial Awareness. The Visions of Tondal. 
John Paul Getty Museum. MS 30, fol. 17. 
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The Vision of Tundale regularly communicates the visionary’s sense of motion or 

proprioception as he travels with great effort, along long, tortuous and difficult roads. (Fig. 13) 

Valerius of Bierzo’s Vision of Baldarius describes this same sense of motion: “they sped me with 

the greatest speed, and we crossed the heights of the air.”37 In his Vision of Bonellus, Valerius 

again gives us a sense of motion — this time of falling through a void: “I descended just 

as a stone falls into the depths through an immense space.”38

The Vision of Tundale calls on the sense of balance or equilibrioception twice: once 

crossing a bridge (Fig. 14), a thousand paces long and one pace wide across a mountain 

raptos invenerunt” Vincent of Beauvais, Bibliotheca mundi seu Speculi maioris. Vol. 4. Speculum historiale 
(Douay: B. Belleri, 1624; rpt. Graz: Akademische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 1965), 1125–26 at 1126. 

37. “Quumque me rapuissent in omni velocitate, altitudinem aeris penetrabimus.” Ciccarese, 
Visioni, 294.

38. “Decendissem sicut lapis dimissus in profundum, per immensum spatium.” Ciccarese, Visioni, 
288.

Fig. 13. Sense of Motion or Proprioception. The Visions of Tondal. John 
Paul Getty Museum. MS 30, fol. 21v. 
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pass. Then (Fig. 15) he attempts to steady his tottering steps on a bridge two miles long 

and the width of a hand while conducting a cow: “When the soul began to cross, the cow 

did not wish to go with him.… When the soul was stood, the cow fell and when the cow 

stood up, the soul fell and so vice versa, they stood and fell.…”39 

Tundale also has a sense of vibration because as he descended into hell, “all the 

foundation of the earth’s orb itself seemed to tremble.”40 

Some have proposed a sense of time or chronoception, and a sense of time does surface 

in these otherworld visions, although often as if something has gone terribly wrong — as 

if the visionary has entered a time warp. For instance, the Vision of Orm from c. 1126 by 

Sigar of Newbald (Yorkshire) reports that “it did not seem to me that I was in the vision 

39. “Anima autem cum cepisset iter agere, vacca nolebat cum ea ire.… Cum stabat anima, cadebat 
vacca, et cum vacca stabat, cadebat anima, et sic versa vice modo stabant et modo cadebant.” 
Wagner, Visio, 21; Gardiner, Visions, 163–64.

40.  “Ita ut omnia fundamenta orbis terre viderentur sibi contremiscere.” Wagner, Visio, 32; 
Gardiner, Visions, 174. 

Fig. 14. Sense of Balance or Equilibrioception. The Visions of Tondal. John Paul Getty 
Museum. Ms 30, fol. 15v. 
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for an hour”41 — even though he has lain as if dead for thirteen days. Visionaries are often 

confused at, and remark on, the unexpected passage of extended time.

Aquinas believed that at the end of time, the senses would be perfected and glorified. As 

he wrote, “human nature in the blessed will be in its greatest perfection.”42 (Fig. 16) We 

catch a glimpse of this notion in the Vision of Tundale, when finally in heaven, Tundale’s 

41. “Et un hora non mihi videbar in visione fuisse.” AB 75 (1957): 82. 

42.  Summa 82.4.

Fig. 15. Sense of Balance or Equilibrioception. The Visions of Tondal. John Paul Getty 
Museum. Ms 30, fol. 15v. 
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senses seem to briefly take on the perfection of the senses that is promised when the 

resurrected body is joined to the soul, for the vision describes how Tundale and his guide, 

“in a wonderful way, while they were standing in the same place in which they had been 

standing before, not turning themselves around, they still saw everything both in front 

and behind them…not only was it seen but unusual knowledge was given to Tundale, 

so that he also no longer had to ask about anything anymore, since he knew openly and 

wholly everything that he desired.”43 Before he returns to his body he experiences the 

43.  “Et miro modo, cum starent in eodem loco, in quo prius steterant, non se vertentes in aliam 
partem, cunctos tamen ex eodem loco ante et retro positos videbant. Non solum autem visus, 
verum etiam scientia dabatur ei insolita, ita ut non sibi esset opus interrogare amplius aliqua, set 
omnia sciebat aperte et integre, quecunque volebat.” Wagner, Visio, 53; Gardiner, Visions, 192.

Fig. 16. Perfection of the Senses in Heaven. The Visions 
of Tondal. John Paul Getty Museum. Ms 30, fol. 34. 
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perfection of the bodily senses promised for the Great Resurrection when his soul would 

be reunited with his body.

All visions record some of the sensory experiences of the visionaries, even if only 

sight and hearing. The visionaries sense the otherworld — gather the data that they bring 

back. Often with the help of a guide, they mentally process their experiences — enough 

at least to verbalize them for the authors who will write them down after enhancing them 

with their own understanding of the otherworld and after adding moral and theological 

lessons. These authors thus create tales that both inform their audiences on the nature of 

the afterlife while providing lessons that hopefully will lead to ethical behavior based on 

the wisdom the audience should be attaining. 

But the Vision of Tundale went even further. Marcus, its author, not only tried to help us 

see what Tundale saw and hear what he heard. He tried to get us into Tundale’s head. He 

truly used a multisensory approach and thus achieved a high level of narrative realism. I 

believe this is part of the reason why this work was so widely copied and translated. Why 

it was so influential. Why it remains so highly memorable and engaging. On top of this 

sort of multisensory narrative, an author could easily create a powerful vehicle for moral 

and theological instruction. 
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